```
Solo Guitar
Key of D

Begins in
Dm (almost)

The most beautiful sound I ever heard: Maria, Maria, Maria, Maria.

All the beautiful sounds of the world in a single word: Maria, Maria, Maria, Maria, Maria.
```
"Maria" - Ted Greene Arrangement

9
ri-a, I've just met a girl named Ma-

11
ri-a, and suddenly that name will

13
never be the same to me. Ma-

15
ri-a, I've just kissed a girl named Ma-
ria, and suddenly I've found how wonderful a sound can be. Maria!

Say it loud and there's music playing. Say it soft and it's almost like
praying

never stop saying, "Maria."

12th fret open chime harmonic

F#m twice

Dmaj7
"Maria" - Ted Greene Arrangement

C#m  A6
C#m/9  C#m/11

36

a,  Maria

G (A#9)
G/9#11  G A7

40

ria! Say it loud and there's music

F#m7  Am7  Am6

42

playing. Say it soft and it's almost like

E  C9

44

praying. Maria, I'll
Never stop saying, "Maria."

Many strikes of at least the soprano.

The most beautiful sound I ever heard: Maria.
MARIA: Solo Guitar

5-29-94

Begin in D:

- Two time D staff
- 3x
- 3x

Dm6

- Eb
- Eb6
- A6
- F7 (repeated) F7 staff

As above to Eb:

- A7
- B7
- Cm6
- D#11

Then:

- E7+
- A7
- Bm
- F7

DA7

- D
- A

(or 7th)

- C9
- F7

- Am7
- A7

- Cm

- Gm
- B7
- Gm

- Cm
- Fm7
- Cm
- A6

- Eb6
- E7
- D7

- Eb6

- E7
- D7

As before... until the фиг

Many strikes of at least the sea